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CHAPTERV

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the writer would like to give the summary and conclusion

of what has been discussed throughout this paper. In additioq she would give

some suggestions related to this study.

5.1 Summary

In this study, the $riter would like to reveal how far the snrdents can apply

their lnowledge in writing unified compositions. She dealt with the third semester

English Department students of widya Mandala catholic university as the

subjects of this study and used their final test papers as the data of the study.

Then, the writer analyzed those papers to see the unity in their compositions

which covers the unity in each paragraph and the unity in the whole composition'

After analyzing the data through identifying topic sentenoe as well as the

relationship between supporting sentences and the topic sentence of each

paragraph, the writer found tlat most paragraphs were disunified while the rest of

them were unified. There were two factors that made most paragraphs under study

disunified. Firstly, the presence of more than one topic sentence caused some

paragraphs under study disunified. Besides that' the other paragraphs were

disunified because of the irrelevant relationship between some supporting

sentences and the topic sentence.



From the analysis of the unity in the whole composition , it rvas found

that all compositions under study were disunified. There were also some factors

causing all compositions under report disunified. They are the absence of the

thesis statement as the central idea of the whole composition in the introductory

paragraph, the disunity in some paragraphs of composition, and the irrelevant

relationship between one or two topic sentences and the thesis statement. Based

on these factors, the rvriter categorized the disunified compositions under study

into five models ( see Chapter IV ).

5.2 Conclusion

Based on the findings of this can be concluded that all students

under study have not been able to write unified compositions. Most of them wrote

compositions without a thesis statement as the central idea of the rvhole

composition. They also wrote one or two disunified paragraphs in their

compositions. Besides that, those who wrote their compositions with one thesis

statement provide their compositions lvith one or two paragraphs which are not

related to the thesis statement.

Seeing that the students still have difficulties in writing unified

compositions, it can be concluded that the writing teachers should make efforts to

make the students able to create unity in their compositions'



5.3 Suggestions

Concerning the result of this study, the u'riter would like to give the

following suggestions to the rwiting lectures, especially those who teach at the

English Department of Widya Mandala Catholic University.

First, as it is difficult for the students to provide their compositions with

one thesis statement, it is necessary for the teachers to train the students in

forming thesis statement that will be developed in several paragraphs. Before

asking them to form good thesis statement, the teachers can give them some

examples of introductory paragraphs of which the thesis statement are stated.

Second, since the students find difficulties to elaborate the thesis statement

into several topic sentences that must be directly related to it, the teachers may

train the students by asking them to make an outline of a composition that shows

hou,the thesis statement will be developed in several paragraphs with one topic

sentence for each or how each topic sentence supports the thesis statement

Third, the teachers should keep training the students to create unity in the

paragraph for the result of this study shows that there were still one or two

distmified paragraphs in most of their compositions. in this case, the teachers can

shou,them some unified paragraphs so that they can see how uniry can be

achieved in those paragraphs. In addition, the teachers can grve them some

exercises by showing some disunified paragraphs and ask them to analyze and

find out the factors that violate the unity in the paragraphs' From those

paragraphs, it is hoped that the students know various factors that can make a

paragraph disurifie4 such as the irrelevant supporting sentences and the presence



of more than one topic sentence in one paragraph. By knowing the factors that

may violate the unify in the para-traph, the students are expected to be able to

create unity in their paragraphs.

Fourth, the teachers may show the students a unified composition and ask

them too see horv it is developed well. Besides that, the teachers may ask them to

analyze a disunified composition and find out the factors that violate the unity in

that composition. Here, the students should be encouraged to be self correctors'

They should also be encouraged to do some peer corrections, so that they will be

more aware to find the factors.

Finally, it is also suggested that in further researches, this kind of study

will be conducted in other kinds of writing, such as expository and argumentative

writine.
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